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As one of the key component of ancient official body of China, oppressive
officials are characterized by the harshness and cruelty in their enforcing the law.
Reckoned to be the hatchet men to defend the despotic ruling, moreover, the majority
setting themselves the image of butcher, the oppressive official system is held in
infamy, given a fierce lashing, and even regarded as a blot on the ancient political
system of China. And the political system during Wu Zetian times is typical of the
ancient oppressive official politics. From the perspective of modern law and human
rights, oppressive official politics is ought to be overthrown and buried. In order to
beat the political opponents, Wu Zetian appointed lots of oppressive officials,which
exerted deeply negative influence to the Wu Zhou Dynasty by killing a large number
of relatives of imperial family and common people.
I introduce the focuses and fruits of the research into the oppressive official
politics in by the current academic circles in Part One.
Part Two analyses the reasons why the oppressive officials’ politics long-living
in Wu Zetian times, and try to get the real reason for the politic.
Part Three emphasizes the judicial practice of he oppressive officials’
government during Wu Zetian times.
Part Four introduces how the oppressive official politics put on negative
influence to the Wu Zhou Dynasty.
The last part is the conclusion.
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这是不够严谨的。因为武周一般被理解为武则天改唐为周的 15年，即 690-705 年。而武则天任用酷吏的时
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